Winter Snow Globe Kit

It’s starting to look a lot like winter and this craft will warm your heart when it’s cold outside.

**Supplies:**
- Blue Construction Paper (included)
- Paper Plate (included)
- Plastic Sandwich Bag (included)
- Cardboard Roll (included)
- White Yarn (included)
- Markers or crayons (not included)
- Glue (not included)
- Scissors (not included)

**Instructions:**

Step 1: Cut out the center of your paper plate. The easiest way to do this is to poke a hole in the center and then cut from there leaving the edges of the plate uncut.

Step 2: To get the circle for your snow globe use the paper plate as a template. Lay the paper plate on the blue paper and trace around the outside. Cut out the circle.

Step 3: Place the paper plate on your blue circle with the rounded side up. Now, lightly trace a circle on the blue paper using the opening in the paper plate as a guide. Remove the plate and design your scene on the blue paper staying in the circle you drew. Use markers, crayons and other scraps you find at home.

Step 4: Snip small pieces of yarn to act as fluffy snow, placing it on your image. You may glue some down but, leave some loose to act as the snow in your snow globe. Set your image aside and grab your paper plate.

Step 5: Now, lay the paper plate flat as if you were going to eat on it. Place the plastic bag over the opening in the plate covering the hole completely and glue it down. Cut off any edges of the plastic bag showing from the sides of the plate if necessary.

Step 6: Run glue along the edges of the blue paper. Place the paper plate on the blue paper lining the edges of the circles together (sealing them together and forming your globe). You can decorate the edges of the plate with markers or other fun things.

Step 7: Cut slits on opposite sides of the cardboard roll and slide the paper plate snow globe into the slits. Your snow globe is ready!

**Things to use to decorate the scene in your globe:**

Find a family picture and use that in the center (get adult approval first)

Pine needles and small pinecones from outside (make sure they are dry first)

Stickers and construction paper

Have fun, use your imagination